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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a novel unit concatenation

and synthesis method using ABS/OLA sinusoidal model.

Phase succession is used in the unit synthesis assuming

that the pitch onset time of the �rst frame in a given unit

is the frame center. In the unit concatenation, the phase

succession and interpolation of the sinusoid amplitudes

via several frames around the concatenation point is uti-

lized. As a result of applying this method to the Text-to-

Speech(TTS) system, we got speech samples which were

more intelligible and natural than those produced by con-

ventional method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sinusoidal model, one of speech representation model, is

known to exibly modify the speech characteristics and

to produce a high quality synthetic speech when applied

to the concatenative TTS system. Conventional sinu-

soidal model separates speech signal to vocal tract model

and excitation model using the pitch onset time which is

estimated in the speech analysis step. Speech signals of

given prosody is synthesized by combining them using

pitch onset time after scaling the pitch and the dura-

tion of the separated models[2]. Conventional method

may cause the inaccurarcy of the measurement causes

the spectral distortions in the synthesized speech units[7].

Moreover, discontinuities are shown at the boundaries

of concatenated speech units. To prevent the spectral

distortion, the phase succession is proposed and to pre-

vent the discontinuies at the concatenation boundaries,

interpolation of sinusoid amplitude via several frames

around the concatenation point is proposed. Proposed

method is composed of the phase succession at the fol-

lowing frames and the amplitude interpolation via sev-

eral frames around the unit concatenation point. It is

needless to estimate the pitch onset time in the speech

analysis step. To control the duration and the pitch of

a given unit without the phase distortion, we utilize the

vocal tract phases of the sinusoids in the �rst frame of

a given unit by estimating the cepstrum coeÆcients in-

stead of using the pitch onset time. The estimated phases

are succeeded in the following frames using the sinusoid

matching procedure, which matches the frequencies of

sinusoids between adjacent frames. In the �rst frame of

a given unit, the vocal tract phase of each sinusoid is

estimated using the cepstrum coeÆcients. In the follow-

ing frame, the phases of the sinusoids in the previous

frame are succeeded using the sinusoid matching proce-

dure. The phases of matched sinusoids is succeeded in

the following frame from the preceeding frame. To de-

termine the phases of unmatched sinusoids, the average

phase changes of the matched sinusoids is applied. When

synthesizing the frame, the proposed method assumes a

synthesis frame center as the pitch onset time where the

excitation phase is in phase; i.e., a system phase equals a

vocal tract phase, and thus the procedure for computing

the pitch onset time is not necessary. For concatenat-

ing the units, speech units are concatenated by using the

phase succession of sinusoids. Amplitudes of matched si-

nusoids are interpolated through several frames near the

concatenation point to prevent rapid amplitude changes

at the concatenation point. As a result, the phase and

amplitude discontinuity will not occur at the unit bound-

aries.

2. ABS/OLA SINUSOIDAL
MODEL

In the sinusoidal model, speech signal is represented as

a sum of sinusoids each of which has di�erent frequency,

amplitude and phase[1]. That is,
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j represent the amplitude, frequency

and phase of jth sinusoid respectively. J [k] represents the

number of sinusoids in the kth frame. As shown in the

(2), speech signals are synthesized by time-scaling with

factor � and frequency-scaling with factor in the over-

lap and add(OLA) synthesis method based on sinusoidal

model�[3].
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where � represents the gap between estimated jth har-

monic frequency and j!0 in the kth frame. Æ represents
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Figure 1: unit concatenation using pitch pulse align-

ment

the time shifts to prevent the phase discontinuity. Speech

is produced by windowing, overlapping and adding the

synthesized frame[3]. This is represented as

s[n+Ns] = w[
n

�k
]~s�k ;�k [n]

+w[
n

�k
�Ns]]~s

k+1
�k;�k+1

[n� �kNs]; (3)

where Ns represents the length of synthesis frame. Be-

cause every speech unit is recorded in the di�erent en-

vironment, there exist the phase gaps between two units

when concatenating them. To prevent this, phase inter-

polation is necessary between two concatenating units.

Conventional TTS system using OLA sinusoidal model

uses the pitch pulse alignment method to remove these

phase gaps between two concatenating units[4]. In this

method, it is assumed that the phases of all sinusoids are

set at the pitch onset time. As shown in the �gure 1,

following units are shifted by Æ in the time axis to make

the pitch onset time interval at the boundary of the con-

catenating point is the same as the proceeding unit. The

shift amount of the k + 1th frame is given by

Æ
k+1

= Æ
k
+

�k+1

�k+1
�

�k

�k
+ �Ns; (4)

where � represents the pitch onset time. Speech signals

are generated by applying the Æ of (4) to (2) and using

(3).

3. UNIT SYNTHESIS AND
CONCATENATION

To prevent the problems of the conventional pitch pulse

alignment, units are synthesized and concatenated us-

ing the phase succession and amplitude interpolation via

several frames around the concatenation point. Since the

pitch onset time is not used to synthesize and concate-

nate the speech units, the pectral distortions and the

inter-unit discontinuities will not occur and it is not nec-

essary to estimate the pitch onset time.

3.1. Phase Succession

Because speech signals show stability in a short time du-

ration(especially in vowels), it can be assumed that the

vocal tract parameters will change in a short frame[5, 6].

As a result, the phase of jth sinusoid(�k
j ) is changed by

(5) and the phases of the sinusoids are succeeded in sev-

eral following frames[1, 7].

�
k
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k
j ,where j � 1:

To preserve the above speech characteristics, the phases

of the sinusoids in the proceeding frame should be suc-

ceeded at the following frame. To �nd the succeeding

sinusoid in the following frame, sinusoid matching pro-

cedure will be applied in the proceeding and following

frames. Unlike the conventional sinusoid matching algo-

rithm, frequency matching is taken only for the survived

sinusoids until the current frame. As a result of sinu-

soid matching algorithm, matched sinusoid pair set(M)

for each synthesis frame will found as (6).
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After the matched sinusoids pairs are selected, the sinu-

soid phases of the proceeding frames are succeeded in the

following frame.

Phase succession is divided into two steps. First, if the

proceeding frame index is k and i, j are sinusoid index

of kth and k + 1th frame respectively, the phases of the

matched sinusoids in the kth frame are succeeded in the

k+1th frame and the average phase changes of matched

sinusoids are applied to the unmatched sinusoids in the

k + 1th frame as in the �gure 2. This is written by

~�
k+1
j =

�
~�k
i + ~!ki �Nsk ,if (i; j) is matched

j�� + �̂k+1
j ,otherwise

(7)

�� =
1

Nmatch

NmatchX
j=1

~�k+1
j � �̂k+1

j

j
;

where �j and ~!j represent the phase and the frequency

of jth sinusoid. �� represents the average phase changes

of matched sinusoids. At the k +m(m � 2)th synthesis

frame, the phase change in the k + 1th frame(�~�k+1
jk+1

)is

applied to the matched sinusoids and the average phase
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Figure 2: Phase succession in the k + 1th frame

change in the k + 1th frame(��) is applied to the un-

matched sinusoids as in the �gure 3. That is,
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=

8>>>><
>>>>:
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+
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, where m � 2:

(8)

By using the phase succession, the sinusoid phases of

synthesized speech will be succeeded.

3.2. Unit Synthesis

The pitch and time scaling of a given unit is performed

using the vocal tract phase and the phase succession.

The vocal tract phases are calculated from the cepstrum

coeÆcients[8]. This is written as

	k(n = 0) = �2

NCEPX
m=1

cmsin(m!k); (9)

where 	k, cm and NCEP represents the vocal tract

phase of kth sinusoid, cepstrum coeÆcients and the or-

der of cm respectively. According to [2], the phase of

a sinusoid in a frame is composed of vocal tract phase

only if the center of the synthesis frame is the pitch onset

time. From this, phase succession is used at the following

frames of synthesized unit. The amplitude of the pitch

scaled sinusoid is extracted from spectrum envelope. By

doing this, it is not necessary to use the pitch onset time

when the pitch and time-scaling is performed.
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Figure 3: Phase succession in the k +mth frame

3.3. Unit Concatenation

Assuming that the last frame index of the proceeding

unit is k, the phases of the proceeding unit is succeeded

in the following unit using the phase succession. The

amplitudes of matched sinusoids in both units is linearly

interpolated in the last Nf frames of the proceeding unit

and in the �rst Nf frames of the following unit as (10).

Âk�i = W (Nf � i)Ak�i +W (i)Ak+1;

Âk+i = W (i)Ak +W (Nf � i)Ak+i; (10)

W (i) =
i

Nf

, where 0 � i � Nf :

As shown in the �gure 4, last Nf frames of the proceeding

unit are interpolated with the �rst frame of the following

frame and the �rst Nf frames of the following frames are

interpolated with the last frame of the proceeding unit.

By doing this, there will not take place an abrupt inter-

unit discontinuity.

4. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the proposed method, intelligibility and nat-

uralness test were carried out. The results are compared

with the conventional method. For experiments, unit

database based on vowel-consonant-vowel(VCV) chain

and the same prosody informations are used.

4.1. Intelligibility

For evaluating the intelligibility of the proposed method,

synthesized speech of conventional method using the

pitch onset time and that of the proposed one is com-

pared. In the experiment, 20 words selected from ele-

mentary school book were synthesized in both methods

and 9 listeners are participated in the test. They are

divided into two groups to avoid the learning e�ects by
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Figure 4: Interpolation of the sinusoids amplitude via

several frame around the concatenation point

listening repeatedly(4 listeners for proposed method and

5 listeners for conventional method). After hearing the

synthesized word twice, listers wrote down the word that

they heard. Results were scored by assigning 5 points to

each word if the answer is correct. Experimental results

are in the table 1. Results showed that intelligibility of

proposed method is better than that of the conventional

one.

Table 1: Intelligibility test result

method score

pitch pulse aligment[4] 60.00

proposed method 71.25

4.2. Naturalness

To evaluate the naturalness of the proposed method, pref-

erence test were carried out between conventional and

proposed methods. In the experiment, 30 sentences were

synthesized respectively. Results are scored by assigning

2 points to the preferred method and assigning 0 to the

other for each sentence. If there is no preferred method,

assigning 1 point to both methods. The scores are scaled

to 100

Comparison with the pitch pulse alignment algorithm is

performed and 9 listeners are participated. In this exper-

iment, 9 listeners are participated. The result is shown

as the table 2.

Table 2: Naturalness test - comparison with pitch pulse

alignment

method score preference

(neutral : 2 listeners)

pitch pulse aligment 46.12 1

proposed method 53.88 6

Comparison with the TD-PSOLA model implemented in

the KAIST TTS system is performed and 23 listeners are

participated. The result is shown as the table 3.

Table 3: Naturalness test - comparison with TD-

PSOLA model

method score preference

TD-PSOLA model 45.80 11

proposed method 54.20 12

Experimental Results showed that more preferable

speech is produced by proposed method rather than by

the conventional methods.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel method of unit synthesis and

concatenation is proposed to prevent the intra-unit and

inter-unit distortions. Proposed method consists of the

phase succession at the following frames and amplitude

interpolation via several frames around the unit concate-

nation point. As a result, speech samples which have

higher quality than conventional method were produced.

Future works will be directed towards the reduction of

large amount of calculation and towards the accurate rep-

resentation of unvoiced speech in the sinusoidal model.
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